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Abstract

We recently published experimental results that indicated Aurintricarboxylic Acid (ATA) could selectively inhibit SARS-CoV replication
inside host cells by greater than 1000 times. This inhibition suggested that ATA could be developed as potent anti-viral drug. Here, to extend our
experimental observation, we have incorporated protein structural studies (with positive/negative controls) to investigate the potential binding
modes/sites of ATA onto RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) from SARS-CoV and other pathogenic positive-strand RNA-viruses, as
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ell as other proteins in SARS-CoV based on the fact that ATA binds to Ca2+-activated neutral protease (m-calpain), the protein tyrosin
hosphatase (PTP) and HIV integrase which have existing crystal structures. Eight regions with homologous 3D-conformation w

or 10 proteins of interest. One of the region,Rbinding (754–766 in SARS-CoV’s RdRp), located in the palm sub-domain mainly constitu
nti-parallel�-strand-turn-�-strand hairpin structures that covers two of the three RdRp catalytic sites (Asp 760, Asp761), was also
y molecular docking method (based on free energy of binding�G) to be important binding motif recognized by ATA. The existence of
trictly conserved region that incorporated catalytic residues, coupled with the homologous ATA binding pockets and their cons�G
alues, suggested strongly ATA may be involved in an analogous inhibition mechanism of SARS-COV’s RdRp in concomitant to t
-calpain, PTP and HIV integrase.
2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) is an infec-
ious disease that appeared in November 2002 (Drosten et al.,
003; Marra et al., 2003; Rota et al., 2003), and has imper-

lled the health of human population in more than 30 nations
uring its outbreak. It has claimed over 770 lives and infected
ore than 8050 people (∼9.6% death rate) around the globe.
n May 15, 2003, the primary etiological agent for SARS

hat belongs to the coronavirus family was found to fulfil
och’s postulate through experimental infection of cynomol-
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gus macaques (Macaca fascicularis). By May 18, 2004, th
last human case of infection was successfully contain
China. The detailed chronicles for the discovery of SA
CoronaVirus (SARS-CoV) can be found in websites (James
2003).

Despite almost two years of intensive SARS-CoV rese
around the world, the key question regarding the o
nal reservoir of SARS-CoV remains widely speculative
unanswered. This raises the concerns that another ou
could be imminent. This concern, coupled with the fact
preventive vaccine projects underway now (Marshall and
Enserink, 2004) are expected to take years to be develo
with possible adverse side effects (Glansbeek et al., 200
Marshall and Enserink, 2004), the anti-viral agents such
an effective protein inhibitor must be studied exhausti
to define alternative options. In the past, some studies
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reported potent inhibitors that block key proteins from coro-
naviruses, including those from SARS-CoV (e.g. 3C-Like
protease, S proteins) which are directly involved in the viral
entry machinery (Anand et al., 2003; Bermejo Martin et al.,
2003; Chou et al., 2003; Koren et al., 2003; Pace et al., 2004;
Takeda-Shitaka et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2004; Zhang and Yap,
2004). The successful inhibitory binding of these anti-viral
agents to the targeted proteins will disrupt the normal viral
cell cycle and therefore render the viral infection to the human
host cell unsuccessful (Anand et al., 2003; Bermejo Martin
et al., 2003; Chou et al., 2003; Koren et al., 2003; Pace et al.,
2004; Takeda-Shitaka et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2004; Zhang and
Yap, 2004). In contrast to the widely studied proteins men-
tioned above, there are limited documentations reporting the
inhibition of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)
from any coronaviruses by any potent inhibitor despite the
fact that this attractive protein target that is crucial for the
overall viral RNA replication inside the host cells (Dhanak
et al., 2002; Sarisky, 2004). Recently, we have shown by
experiment, that Aurintricarboxylic Acid (ATA) could selec-

tively inhibit SARS-CoV replication inside host cells with
their viral mRNA transcripts production 1000-fold less than
that in the untreated control (He et al., 2004). This inhibi-
tion of viral replication is possibly related to SARS-CoV’s
RdRp. However, more extensive experiments will be needed
to prove that ATA does bind to RdRp and inhibit the viral
replication. We searched the appearance of term “ATA” in
MedLine and found out that ATA is tightly correlated to poly-
merase activity (Akiyama et al., 1977; Givens and Manly,
1976; Swennen et al., 1978; Swennen et al., 1979). Addi-
tionally, when ATA was compared with interferons (IFNs)
alpha (�) and beta (�), which is the current standard treat-
ment for SARS patients, ATA is reported to be approximately
10 times more potent than IFN alpha and 100 times more than
interferon beta at their highest concentrations designed in our
previous experiment. All these observations suggested that
further exploration on ATA might be scientifically a reward-
ing task, and this chemical compound (ATA) can possibly
be developed into an effective anti-SARS drug with high
selectivity. Here, to extend our experimental observations,
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ig. 1. Structural alignment between proteins from SARS-CoV and other R
ther RNA viruses based on their 3D atomic coordinate files were perform
ere represented in upper case, while the solvent accessible residues in lo
aroon, and beta strand residues in blue. The residues that have hydrogen

hain carbonyl underlined. Finally, residues that are joined by disulphide bon
olymerase; 1DF0A,m-calpain; 1hhsa, bacteriophage phi6 RNA-dependent
NA polymerase; 1O5SA, SARS-CoV RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; 1
NA polymerase; 1S4FA, Bovine viral diarrhea virus RNA-dependent RNA p
IV Type 1 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase).
NA viruses. The structural alignment between proteins from SARS-CoV and
ed using Dali and LGA with manual alignment. Solvent inaccessible residues
wer case. The alpha helix residues in red, specifically the 3–10 helix residues in
bond to main chain amide in bold, and residues that have hydrogen bond to main
ds are represented in cedilla (c¸) (1C2PA, Hepatitis C virus RNA-dependent RNA
RNA polymerase; 1KHVA, Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus RNA-dependent
QZ0A, Yersinia pestis phosphatase yoph; 1RDR0, Poliovirus RNA-dependent
olymerase; 1SH0A, Norwalk virus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; 3HVTA,
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Fig. 1. (Continued).
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we have incorporated multiple bioinformatic tools to inves-
tigate the structural relationships between ATA and RdRps
from SARS-CoV and other pathogenic positive-strand RNA
viruses (with positive controls). Such a study attempts to
reveal the potential binding modes/sites of ATA onto RdRps
from these viruses. The positive controls used constituted
of three known ATA’s protein targets: (1) the Ca2+-activated
neutral protease (m-calpain) (Posner et al., 1995), (2) the
protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) of Yersinia pestis (Liang
et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2003) and (3) HIV integrase (Cushman
and Sherman, 1992), which have existing 3D crystal struc-
tures. Eventually, current study attempts to elucidate the
plausible conformations for the inhibition mode of ATA, and
hence provide clues to rational anti-SARS drug design based
on ATA.

2. Materials and methods

In current study, the protein interactions with small
molecule, ATA, were made up of theoretically-determined
(six structures) and experimentally-determined (13
structures) structures as stated the following. The three-
dimensional theoretical models for RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp, ID = 1O5S) (Xu et al., 2003), spike
protein subunit 1 (S, ID = 1Q4Z) (Spiga et al., 2003; Zhang
a
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docking to determine the best conformation in term of lowest
Gibbs free energy and shape complementary was performed
using Autodock 3.0 (Morris et al., 1998). The visualisation
of the 3-dimensional structural data was generated by
Rasmol (Bernstein, 2000).

3. Results

3.1. Binding motifs

Protein 3D structural alignments were performed on 10
amino acid (mainly RdRps) sequences of interest, namely:
(1) Hepatitis C virus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase;
(2) m-calpain; (3) bacteriophage phi6 RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase; (4) Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; (5) SARS-CoV RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase; (6) Yersinia pestis phosphatase
yoph; (7) Poliovirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; (8)
Bovine viral diarrhea virus RNA-dependent RNA poly-
merase; (9) Norwalk virus RNA-dependent RNA poly-
merase; (10) HIV Type 1 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase.
Regions with homologous 3D-conformation were identified
together with their conserved secondary structures (under-
neath their amino acid alignment inFig. 1). In total, there
are eight structurally conserved motif blocks (CMBs) with
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nd Yap, 2004), spike protein subunit 2 (S2, ID = 1Q4Y)
Spiga et al., 2003; Zhang and Yap, 2004) of SARS-CoV
he 3-dimensional crystal structures for nucleocapsid pr
N protein, ID = 1SSK) (Huang et al., 2004), non-structura
rotein 9 (Nsp9, ID = 1QZ8) (Egloff et al., 2004), 3C-

ike main protease (3Clpro, ID = 1Q2W) (Anand et al.
003) of SARS-CoV, the crystal structure for YopH fro
ersinia pestis (ID = 1QZ0) (Sun et al., 2003), m-calpain

rom Rattus norvigecus (ID = 1DF0) (Strobl et al., 2000),
NA-dependent RNA polymerase from Dsrna bacte
hage�6 (ID = 1HHS), Rabbit hemorrhagic disease vi
ID = 1KHW), Poliovirus (ID = 1RDR), Bovine viral diar
hea virus (IVDV, ID = 1S4F), Norwalk virus (ID = 1SH0
epatitis C virus (ID = 1C2PA) and HIV reverse transcript

ID = 3HVT) were retrieved from Protein Data Bank. T
hree-dimensional geometry of all the molecules were
ated for restraint violations using PROCHECK (Laskowsk
t al., 1996). The three-dimensional coordinate for
mall molecule Aurintricarboxylic Acid (ATA—C22H14O9)
as derived using PRODRG2 (Schuttelkopf and Aa

en, 2004) and JME editor (http://www.cem.msu.ed
reusch/VirtualText/Questions/MOLEDITOR/jmewindow.
tml). VAST and DALI programs were used to locate sim
tructural patterns between crystal structure of all molec
equential structural alignment was done by CE (Shindyalov
nd Bourne, 1998) and COMPARER (Sali and Blundell
990). Finally, three-dimensional structural compara
nalysis was performed by LGA (Zemla, 2003). Preparatio
f Macromolecule and ligand prior molecular docking w
one using WhatIF software (Vriend, 1990). Molecular
ach block extending at least eight amino acid residues
econdary structures for all CMBs include six�-helices and
wo �-strands regions. The exact positions of all CMB
ach protein are provided inFig. 1.

The molecular docking method based on free energy o
nd binding,�G, between ATA and all proteins (Figs. 2 and 3)
evealed that ATA binds favorably to one structurally c
erved region (Rbinding) among all proteins (Fig. 1 in red
ox). As shown inFig. 4, the correspondingRbindingregion in
ARS-CoV’s polymerase (Ser754–Tyr766) overlapped
ne CMB.Rbindingis located in the palm sub-domain and c
tituted mainly of anti-parallel�-strand-turn-�-strand hairpin
tructures. This conserved region is similar to the maj
f the remaining nine proteins in term of their second
tructures. Surprising, thisRbinding region also contains
ighly conserved ‘XSDD’ amino acid motif that is esp
ially prominent among viral RdRps, of which two of t
ighly conserved aspartatic acid (D) residues form the
lytic center important for polymerase activity (Xu et al.,
003).

.2. Binding energy

The free energy of ligand binding (final intermole
ar energy + torsional free energy),�G, between ATA an
ll proteins were compared (Table 1). For the protein

hat were documented to be inhibited by ATA molec
ere assigned as positive controls (HIV integrase, y
nd m-calpain), their estimated free energies of bind
ere−11.88 kcal/mol,−7.79 kcal/mol and−7.67 kcal/mol

http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/virtualtext/questions/moleditor/jme_window.html
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Fig. 2. Calculated structure (using Autodock) for the interaction of ATA
with ypoH. YpoH is a protein tyrosine phosphatase which is essential for
virulence in the Yersinia pestis. It is known that the functionality of this pro-
tein is inhibited strongly by ATA molecule (Liang et al., 2003). This figure
shows the 10 most possible confirmations of ypoH-ATA complexes. The bor-
der residues that have contact with ATA are highlighted in red. This region
is structurally conserved between ypoH,m-calpain and SARS-CoV RdRps,
and constituted mainly of anti-parallel�-strand-turn-�-strand hairpin struc-
tures. Below, the two dimensional chemical structure for ATA (C22H14O9)
was shown.

Fig. 3. Calculated structure (using Autodock) for the interaction of ATA
withm-calpain. The neutral protease (calpain) is a class of cytosolic enzyme
that is activated during apoptosis. It is known to be inhibited strongly by
ATA molecule (Posner et al., 1995). This figure shows the 10 most possible
confirmations ofm-calpain-ATA complexes. The border residues that have
contact with ATA are highlighted in red. This region is structurally conserved
between ypoH,m-calpain and SARS-CoV RdRps, and constituted mainly
of anti-parallel�-strand-turn-�-strand hairpin structures.

Fig. 4. Calculated structure (using Autodock) for the interaction of ATA with
RdRp of SARS-CoV. This figure shows the 10 most possible confirmations of
RdRp-ATA complexes. The structurally conserved residues betweenypoH,
m-calpain and SARS-CoV RdRp are colored red, and constituted mainly of
anti-parallel�-strand-turn-�-strand hairpin structures.

respectively. Any estimated free energy around/lower than
−7.67 kcal/mol will potentially suggest similar inhibitory
binding mechanism by ATA molecule, if the corresponded
binding motif incorporates catalytic sides of that specific pro-
tein. When we studied the binding of ATA onto various RNA
dependent RNA polymerases (RdRps) from other genomes,
the free energy of binding for most RdRps were signifi-
cantly higher than−7.67 kcal/mol, and therefore suggested a
lower strength of inhibition upon binding by ATA molecule
(Bovine viral diarrhea virus, Dsrna bacteriophage, Feline
calicivirus, Hepatitis C virus, HIV, Poliovirus and Rabbit
hemorrhagic disease virus). Only the RdRps from SARS-
CoV (�G=−7.68) and Norwalk virus (�G=−14.92) were
estimated to have a lower�G (≥7.67 kcal/mol). This potenti-
ated the possibility that ATA molecule could inhibit strongly
the polymerase activity of these two RdRps as in HIV inte-
grase, yoph andm-calpain.

4. Discussion

In summary, we first identified the homologous amino acid
regions shared by 10 proteins (CMBs) using 3D structural
alignments. Of these 10 proteins studied, three proteins were
documented to be strongly inhibited by ATA molecules. In
parallel, we employed the molecular docking method (based
o ergy
f ro-
t

n free energy of ligand binding) to predict the most en
avorable binding conformation of ATA onto these 10 p
eins and eventually determined one binding pocket (Rbinding)
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Table 1
Estimated free energy (final intermolecular energy + torsional free energy) of different targeted proteins in complex with ATA using Autodock

Targeted protein Type of structure used Estimated free energy of binding in
complex with ATA (kcal/mol)

RNA dependent RNA polymerase
RdRp (Bovine viral diarrhea virus) Crystal structure −5.82
RdRp (Dsrna bacteriophage) Crystal structure −5.87
RdRp (Feline calicivirus) Theoretical model −5.83
RdRp (Hepatitis C virus) Crystal structure −5.8
RdRp (HIV) Crystal structure −5.82
RdRp (Norwalk virus) Crystal structure −14.92
RdRp (Poliovirus) Crystal structure −5.83
RdRp (Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus) Crystal structure −5.94
RdRp (SARS-CoV) Theoretical model −7.68

Protein known to be inhibited by ATAa

Yopha Crystal structure −7.79
HIV integrasea Crystal structure −11.88
m-Calpaina Crystal structure −7.67

Other SARS’ proteins
Main protease (3CL) Crystal structure −7.78
N protein Crystal structure −8.32
Nsp 9 Crystal structure −7.64
S1 (Spiga et al., 2003) Theoretical model −18.59
S2 (Spiga et al., 2003) Theoretical model −7.66
S1 (Zhang and Yap, 2004) Theoretical model −14.79
S2 (Zhang and Yap, 2004) Theoretical model −15.22

a Cushman and Sherman (1992), Liang et al. (2003), Posner et al. (1995).

recognized by ATA, that also overlapped with CMBs. This
binding pocket (Rbinding), denoted to be 754–766 in SARS-
CoV’s RdRp, not only shared a highly conserved secondary
structure with other RdRps, but also incorporates two of the
three predicted RdRp catalytic residues (Asp 760, Asp761)
identified by other researchers (Xu et al., 2003). These
residues are expected to be important for metal ion chela-
tion (Beese and Steitz, 1991; Bressanelli et al., 2002; Huang
et al., 1998). Structurally, this binding pocket is located in
the palm sub-domain constituted mainly of anti-parallel�-
strand-turn-�-strand hairpin structures.

As reported in Section3, there are altogether eight
structurally conserved motif blocks (CMBs) and their sec-
ondary structures include six�-helices and two�-strands
regions. Among these structurally conserved regions, we
subsequently identified that there was one common region
recognized by ATA. The binding of ATA to this region also
fulfilled the lowest free energy of ligand binding. By using
this free energy of ligand binding, we were able to quantify
the binding strength between a macromolecule and a ligand.
Therefore, if a ligand binds strongly (with lower free energy
of ligand binding�G) to the active domains of one specific
protein, it will presumably inhibit the activity for that specific
protein. On the other hand, if ATA does not bind to the active
domains of the protein, ATA will not be able to inhibit the
function of the protein regardless of the strength of binding
( ale,
i of
R and
R s (D)

involved in binding divalent metal ions required for RdRp
catalysis (Beese and Steitz, 1991; Bressanelli et al., 2002;
Huang et al., 1998). When ATA binds to this�-strand-turn-�-
strand hairpin structures (Rbinding), it covers the two aspartate
residues and therefore inhibits the metal ion chelation process
crucial for the functionality of this protein during viral repli-
cation. In contrast, although we found out that ATA binds
to 3CL main protease at a much stronger binding strength
(Table 1), we do not anticipate a similar inhibitory binding
because ATA does not bind to the active domains of 3CL
main protease (Yang et al., 2003).

Furthermore, we also predicted the ATA binding regions
for Ca2+-activated neutral protease of Rattus norvegicus (m-
calpain), the protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) of Yersinia
pestis and HIV integrase of Human immunodeficiency virus
1, of which all were experimentally proven to be inhibited by
ATA and contain existing crystal structures. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there are no literatures attempting
to explain explicitly how ATA inhibits the proteins men-
tioned above. Surprisingly, we performed molecular docking
analysis and predicted that ATA binds to the region of these
three proteins (Fig. 1) that have correspondence toRbinding in
SARS-CoV and other viral RdRps. This region (Fig. 1in box)
was identified to be highly conserved among viral RdRps,
in term of their 3D structures and secondary structures. In
essence, ATA selectively binds to the�-strand-turn-�-strand
h that
t for
t ible
t d-
e.g. 3CL main protease and ATA). Based on this ration
t is likely that ATA could have inhibited the function
dRp of SARS-CoV because the binding pocket for ATA
dRp includes two strictly conserved aspartate residue
airpin structures. Such a strong conservation signifies
his region might be evolutionarily crucial and important
he function of the proteins. Therefore, it remains plaus
hat ATA inhibits the function of SARS-CoV’s RdRp by bin
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ing to the homologous region as inm-calpain, PTP and HIV
integrase.

Finally, we had also analyzed the binding of ATA onto viral
RdRps from the standpoint of free energy of ligand binding
(�G). The results of�G between ATA and all viral RdRps,
as well as the three proteins known to be readily inhibited by
ATA molecules (Table 1), suggested that ATA binds to RdRp
from SARS-CoV at the equivalent binding strength similar to
yoph andm-calpain. On the other hand, ATA was predicted
to bind to the remaining viral RdRps (except for Norwalk
virus) at a much lower binding strength whereas ATA binds
to RdRp from Norwalk virus at a significantly higher bind-
ing strength (approx. two times). If our hypothesis that ATA
inhibits the functionality of RdRps by binding to its catalytic
sites is indeed true, these numerical representations of�Gs
would likely represent how well ATA will inhibit the viral
replication inside virus-infected cell culture. To prove our
hypothesis, we had also carried out some experimental study
on how well ATA interrupts the viral replication in SARS-
infected cell culture and demonstrated successfully that the
viral load (e.g. HCV, West Nile virus and Feline calicivirus,
etc.), with the addition of ATA at the highest concentration,
corresponds to the ranking of the estimated free energy of
ligand binding (experimental data to be published).
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4. ATA could serve as a template for rational anti-SARS drug
design, targeting the replication machinery possibly over
large groups of positive-strand RNA viruses.
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